Meeting CoCK

This Code of CucKery applies to the meeting space where we will infinitely debate building the non-community centered version of mastodon without ever actually writing a single line of code. This will also serve as a rough-draft for the Organization’s CoC(K). For reference, you can read the proceedings from our recent CoC(K) survey that you can use to make this a less cohesive CoC(K).

The Admin and moderation team, despite being obscenely incompetent, reserve the right to censor or ban any user of the community, at any time, for any reason, even for reasons that are so bullshit the moderators refuse to speak of them.

If you see another member violating these rules please don’t bother contacting an admin/group moderator to handle the issue. We don’t care, and neither should you. Get over it.

Prohibited:

- Selfies
- Content warnings
- “Toots”, “jorts”, talk of “gathering spoons” and other faggotry

Strongly encouraged:

- Nudity/imagery of sex/kink
- Racism
- Sexism
- “Ableist” language
- Sexual depictions of children (especially orcs)
- Holocaust denial, :windmill:friendship:, and other Nazi symbolism
- Promoting the oppression of any marginalized group.
• Any conduct intended to stalk, harass, or intimidate other users

• Continuing to engage faggots, whether actual or assumed

• Aggregating, posting, and/or disseminating a person’s demographic, personal, or private data without express permission

• Attempting to get paid for submitting github issues

• Inciting users to engage another user in continued interaction or discussion after a user has requested for said engagement with that user to cease and desist

• Posting and/or disseminating a person’s posts, including screen captures or any other content without express permission

• Intentionally posting or disseminating libel, slander, or other disinformation

• Any semblance of sanity

And remember to take it easy!